you're on the lookout for great books for girls or young teens—and you don't need vampires or zombies to make you happy—then this one's for you! Want to read more? Just scroll up and click the Look Inside feature on the top left hand side of.

Shortly before I boarded an eight-hour flight from England to Canada, a friend took me out for a huge curry feast. I'd never had curry, and my intestines weren't sure what to do with the stuff, so they promptly rejected it. I developed a massive, water for almost a week. I was cold and grimy, and by the fifth day I snapped. I pulled the top off the toilet tank and peered in. The water had been sitting there for days, so it smelled really funky. Also, every chain and bobbly thing in there was

How I Fall

-Ray Bradbury 1982

Presents Bradbury's short story about a house whose advanced technology first pleases then increasingly terrifies its occupants, accompanied by questions and exercises about the text.

-Helen Garwood

McGovern, who was trying to create an artificial black hole. Her world was turned upside down when she met someone who was her direct opposite, a ghost hunter. The two never imagined that they would both eventually be chasing the same

-Helen Garwood

finished his last plan to rid the world of evil either failed horribly or went off without a hitch. With no constant

-Helen Garwood

basically, the world is screwed. Meet the Whitney boys: Colt—a mentally unstable holy soldier with a rapidly deteriorating hold on reality. His last plan to rid the world of evil either failed horribly or went off without a hitch. With no constant

-Helen Garwood

Halo Bound

-Eden Hudson 2014-02-19

The holy champion chosen to save the world is enslaved to a sadistic fallen angel and losing the battle for his sanity. The guy chosen to save the holy champion is his binge-drinking redneck brother. So,